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The Faculty Senate was called to order at 3:30 p.m., in the Board Room of Gilchrist
Hall, by Chairperson Longnecker.
Present:

Leander Brown, Phyllis Conklin, David Crownfield, David Duncan,
Reginald Green, John Longnecker, Barbara Lounsberry, Ken
McCormick, Charles Quirk, Ernest Raiklin, Ron Roberts, Nick
Teig, Patrick Wilkinson, Marc Yoder, ex-officio

Alternates:

Mary Bozik/Bill Henderson, Marvin Heller/Roger Kueter

Absent:

Lynne Beykirch, Robert Decker

Announcements

1.
Provost Marlin stated the University was pleased by our ranking as published
by U.S. News and World Report. She stated this ranking is a form of congratulations
to the University faculty.
The Strategic Planning and Environmental Assumptions Report to the Board of
Regents has been delayed until at least November, she reported. This in a large part
is due to the additional information that we need to provide on our enrollment
growth.
She stated she has received inquiries about possible continuation of the Early
Retirement Program. This program is due to expire on June 30, 1991. She advised
individuals to consider the program may not be renewed and if they are qualified,
they should consider taking advantage of the program now.
Senator Crownfield encouraged the Board of Regents to announce their policy
concerning the continuation of the early retirement and phased retirement as soon as
possible. Provost Marlin stated a decision concerning early retirement will not be
made by the Board until spring. In her opinion, she considers it unlikely the program
will be continued.
Provost Marlin, addressing the topic of admissions standards, stated she will soon be
appointing a committee which will be charged with making recommendations to the
Faculty Senate on this issue.
In commenting on searches, she indicated that the search for the Dean of the College
of Natural Sciences is progressing well with the hope that interviews will begin within
the next few weeks. She also stated she will be appointing a search committee for
the position of Assistant Vice President of International Programs.
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2.
The Chair indicated that he and the Vice Chair attended a meeting in Iowa
City of the faculty leadership of the three institutions which was conducted with Board
Office representatives Richey and Barak.
Vice Chairperson Wilkinson indicated his assumption is that a strategic planning
review by the Council of Post-Secondary Education will look at the roles and missions
of the Regents' institutions, community colleges and private institutions. He suggested
we may be confronted with requests for information on these topics.
He stated other important items are: student outcomes assessment, the concern by
community colleges on Regents' offerings off campus, the undergraduate experience,
the use of teaching assistants, the English language proficiency of Regents' instructors,
and the allocation of teacher excellence funding.
The Chair raised the question on the lifting of mandatory retirement age. Provost
Marlin pointed out that nation wide, university faculty have been retiring at earlier
ages at the very point where we need our most experienced instructors.
Vice Chairperson Wilkinson indicated the leadership assembly would meet again on
October 31. He indicated major topics would include student assessments, and
English language proficiency of instructors.
Chairperson Longnecker indicated as soon as he receives information from the
President of the Faculty Council of the University of Iowa on student assessments,
and language proficiency, he will provide this information to the Senate members and
seek a rapid response. The Chair also indicated that he, among others, will be
meeting with Board Office representative Barak on October 25, concerning increased
enrollment and admissions standards.
Reports
3.
Report from Assistant Vice President Strathe on the staffing and availability of
General Education courses. See Appendix A. Copies of full text are available in
Departmental offices.
Assistant Vice President Strathe indicated she was available for questions.
Senator Quirk inquired if the temporary category included terminal degree individuals
teaching full loads as well as Bachelor's degree people teaching one course. Assistant
Vice President Strathe indicated yes, but a divisional count would need to be done on
a hand basis.
Senator Lounsberry questioned the concept of full implementation within two years as
it related to temporary lines and permanent lines. Assistant Vice President Strathe
indicated the intent was not to imply that no temporary lines will be needed, but that
full implementation included the full availability of oral commuitications and the
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capstone course. She stated the reliance on temporary faculty is very much dependent
upon our enrollment status. She pointed out we have added several lines to the
General Education program. She theorized that if the retention rate of students had
not gone up, coupled with an increase of new students, that we would be farther
ahead toward staffing the General Education program than we are at this point.
Senator Lounsberry inquired if there is a target percentage on the use of temporaries
in the courses of General Education. Assistant Vice President Strathe indicated this
depends on the area and the availability of staff. She pointed out that some areas
such as non-Western Cultures and Humanities do not readily avail themselves of
potential staff, while other areas may lend themselves to available, qualified temporary
staff. She pointed out there is no set number relative to the use of temporary staff.
Senator Crownfield stated his major concern was with the issue of the number of
students caught in the backlog of available General Education sections. He suggested
that if we are to encounter problems with offerings in the General Education
program, we should address them direct on, now, rather than to allow the backlog or
financial considerations to dictate our response.
Assistant Vice President Strathe indicated she felt we have addressed the availability
issue as responsibly as we can.
Both the Chair and Assistant Vice President Strathe indicated optimism in terms of
securing regential and legislative funding for additional lines to serve the General
Education program.
Senator Quirk inquired if the General Education program is deliverable if we
maintain the concept of regular faculty providing instruction. Assistant Vice President
Strathe indicated she believes the program is deliverable if we continue to provide
commitments to tenure-track faculty and if we review the limitations on class sizes.
She theorized it is impossible to assume that all sections of General Education will be
taught by full-time, tenure-track faculty.
Senator Quirk voiced his concern with individuals who only possess the Bachelor's
degree providing instruction in the General Education program.
Senator Green thanked Assistant Vice President Strathe for her magnificent efforts in
providing courses for students during the orientation programs. He recognized the
difficulties and efforts which were involved.
Calendar
4.
501 Recommendations from the Ad Hoc Committee to study a "Center for
the Enhancement of Teaching." See Appendix B.
Teig moved, Duncan seconded, to docket in regular order.

.-
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Question on the motion was called. Motion passed. Docket 436.
5.
502 Report and Recommendations from the Ad Hoc Committee on
Curricular Decision and Review. See Appendix C.
Senator McCormick indicated it was necessary to act expeditiously on this item.
McCormick moved, Teig seconded, to docket for consideration at the next Senate
meeting.
Question on the motion was called. Motion passed. Docket 437.
New/Old Business
6.
Duncan moved, Brown seconded, to appoint the following individuals to the
University Writing Committee: Mary Rohrberger, Jennie VerSteeg, Ervin Dennis,
Louis Hellwig, Alice Swensen, Jeannie Steele, and Becky Offield.
Question on the motion was called. Motion passed.
7.
The Chair presented the following individuals for appointment to the
Committee on Faculty Outstanding Teaching and Outstanding Service Awards. Those
nominated were: Myra Boots, Darrel Davis, Susan Doody, David Duncan, Judith
Harrington, John Johnson, and Lucille Lettow.
Wilkinson moved, Brown seconded, for the appointment of the individuals nominated.
Question on the motion was called. Motion passed.
Other Items
8. The Chair suggested that the Senate should consider alternative ways of
distributing Senate information. He suggested such items as Senate minutes should be
distributed by electronic mail, and that Committee reports should only be distributed
in summary fashion. He suggested complete reports should be provided to
Departmental offices and to individuals upon request.
Senator Crownfield stated providing information to our constituents is our main
priority. Vice Chairperson Wilkinson suggested we could follow the pattern of the
Graduate College of asking our constituents as to whether they wish to continue to
receive the minutes of the Faculty Senate.

6

The Chair asked the Senate to consider this topic for possible future discussion.
McCormick moved, Duncan seconded, for adjournment. The motion passed.
The Senate adjourned at 4:21 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Philip L. Patton
Secretary
These minutes shall stand approved as published unless corrections or protests are
filed with the Secretary of the Senate within two weeks of this date, October 12, 1990.

APPENDIX A

TO:

University of Northern Iowa Faculty Senate

FROM:

Marlene Strathe~

DATE:

October 1, 199JV

RE:

General Education Status Report

In response to the Senate request of September 10, 1990, the
following, and corresponding attachments, reflect the status of
the General Education Program efforts since implementation fall
semester 1988. Brief interpretive/descriptive statements
relative to areas of interest are included below.
Program Offerings/Students Served:
Attachment A summarizes the sections offered and students served
during each of the five major terms since program implementation.
Generally more sections have been made available, and
correspondingly more students served, each fall semester. The
enrollment demands of spring semesters are less than experienced
for fall.
Thus, fewer sections are normally offered during the
spring semesters although more sections and more students were
served spring 1990 than in spring 1989.
Student Needs:
Attachment B summarizes the general education needs of students
required to complete the 1988 program and enrolled fall semester
1990. As noted, satisfied is defined as satisfactorily completed
or registered for this fall. As would be expected, the greatest
needs of our fall 1988 freshmen are in the areas of non-western
cultures (Category IB) and the capstone course (Category 3C),
both of which are considered upper division offerings. Fall 1989
freshmen reflect needs in non-western cultures, the literature,
philosophy and religion area (Category 2B), Sphere II (Category
3B), and the capstone course. Fall 1990 freshmen reflect
relatively evenly divided needs over the total offerings. More
than half of the 1990 entering freshmen are currently enrolled in
Humanities I.
General Education Instruction:
General education courses taught by instructor type are
summarized for the semesters of fall 1989, spring 1990, and fall
1990 in Attachment C.
(Data from fall 1988 and spring 1990 were
not obtained during those semesters). As is reflective of
sections offered and students served, generally a greater percent
of courses are taught by temporary faculty during the fall

Vice President and Provost

200 Gilchrist Hall

Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0004

(319) 273-2517

semesters. The relative absence of term appointments in fall
1990 is reflective of the movement of a number of the previous
term appointments to probationary lines.
Other Supports:
1.

At the time of program implementation six full-time faculty
appointments (three probationary and three two-year term)
were committed to support instruction in composition,
mathematics, and humanities. Over the past two years
additional tenure-track lines have been committed in
composition, mathematics, science, foreign area studies,
humanities, sociology, communications, and music.
In each
case general education teaching expectations have been made
explicit although not exclusive.

2.

Mini-grant support has been given to general education
course development in three of the four past summers.
In
1987, 14 proposals, supporting 22 individuals, were awarded.
In 1988, 27 individuals were supported through 13 grants.
This past summer 21 faculty members received support for 14
different projects.

3.

Equipment monies have been specifically designated to
support the audio visual/media needs of the humanities
courses and a humanities classroom has been developed in the
auditorium building.

4.

In 1988-89 a program review process for general education
offerings was developed by the General Education Committee.
During the 1990-91 academic year Category I will be reviewed
using this process.

5.

Implementation of the oral communication requirement,
50:023, has been delayed until fall 1991 in order to provide
additional time to decrease our reliance on temporary
instruction.

The implementation of the program has generally been a smooth
one, in large measure a result of the efforts of faculty and
department heads as well as student service personnel. While a
greater reliance on temporary faculty exists than is desirable,
the quality of our temporary faculty has been outstanding, and,
in turn, the instruction provided to students has also been of
high quality. The continued infusion of resources coupled with
attention to those areas of backlog should result in full
implementation within the next two years.
jc
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Durin; 1ts delib~rations the Committee collected materials from
other centers for facu lty development and purchased a video-tape on the
Center at the University of North Carolina (" The Teachin; Resource").
These materials are on reserve at the library (ask for Center for the
Enhancement of Teaching ).

September 19 , 1990

Ve did not attempt to estimate the costs of such a center.

Professor John Lon;nec ~ ~r
Chair, University Facu it y Senate
University of Northern Iowa

Sincerely yours ,

/J~~c

Dear Professor Longnec Y. er:
The Ad Hoc Commi tt ee appointed by the Faculty Senate, Karch 1989,
to study the recoaaend >.: ion that the University establish a "Center for
the Enhanceaent of Tea ch in;" has concluded its deliberations. Ve are
submittin; our recomme nd ations and materials that we used to reach our
conclusions.
The majority of t~ e Committee have concluded that such a Center
would be useful at UNI . but one member of the Committe~ has serious
reservations about its ?Otential aarket, cost, and success. A minority
report is included. Ti.e Committee makes the following recommendations:
1.

The Coaaitte ., recommends that a Center be established which
will provide services to support and enhance the teachin;
aission of t ta University. These services would be in
addition to ~nose currently provided.

2.

The Center s ~~ uld be established ~ when s ufficient fundin;
and faciliti es are available to support adeq •1 ate levels for
staffing and ?rograa development.

3.

The Center s ;. ~uld be administratively located in the Office of
Acadeaic Attars, under the direct supervision of the Provost
or designate ~ staff meaber.

4.

The Center's staff and activities should be reviewed annually
by the Provo ot and periodically by the Provost and a Committee
of the Facul ~y Senate.

t.J;ic)r·t~

Marian E. ll:rogmann, Ch -1 ir
Ph i lip East, Colle;e of Natural Sciences
Diane Gregory , College of Humanities and F1ne Arts (1989-1990)
Vayne Kin;, Director, Center for Academic Achievement
Patty Larsen , Assistan t Director, Library services
Bruce G. Ro;ers, Colle,e of Education
Mahmood Yousefi , Coll ege of Business Admini stration

These recoaaendations <ill be discussed more fully in ou r report (p. 1) .
Our report also :ncludes a summary of the back;round of the issue
and our activities (p. 2) , a review of teaching enhanc ement centers at
other universities (p. 3), faculty and administrative support surveys
(p. 4-6), special conc erns regardin; the establishment of a Center (p.
7), and a dissenting op1nion (p. 8). Our report also con tains three
appendices: a list of services currently provided for faculty at UNI,
the results of the 198 5 survey of the faculty on Instr uctional
Resources, and the res ul ts of the Spring, 1990, survey of admi nistrators
concerning their perce !ved need for a Center at UNI.
Dt:pilrtment o( l' uli tical Sdcn'

205 Sabi n Hall
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RECOMMEND :\ TIO :\S
BACKGRO U:\D
Based upon the tnterest <!•· otOnstrated by an earlier survey ( 1985) of the faculty
on Instructional resource roeeds, the encouraging response of administrators to
our survey (Spring 1990) ,.•, garding the establishment of a •:enter to enhance the
teaching function, and a ·• nvlction that instructional deve lopment centers at
other universities have h · ·J positive effects on teaching a t those institutions.
the Ad Hoc Committee to ~L udy Establishing a "Center for t he Enhancement of
Teaching" makes the foll o.- ing recommendations .
I.

The Committee recommends that a Center be established which will provide
services to support and enhance the teaching mission of the University .
The central purpos" of the Center should be to assist individual faculty
members in improvir. ~ their teaching, for example, motivating students,
encouraging students ' critical thinking, improving lectures, developing
alternatives to the lecture format, designing curricular materials, and
providing assistance in the self-evaluation of instruction . These services
should be available to all faculty on a voluntary basis. The Center
should utillz.e a var iety of formats for the delivery of services. Formats
might Include the poovision of short workshops or seminars, the
availability of lndil·i dualiz.ed consultation and assistance. and the
issuance of a news :c: tter communicating ideas for improving specific
aspects of teaching
Both formal and informal oppor t unities for faculty
assistance should t, , made available. The Center sh ould work In
cooperation with e~ " t.ing services which presently s• ;pport teaching
improvement. See .-\~ pendix I for a list of these services.

2.

The Center should loe administratively located in the Office of Academic
Affairs, under the direct supervision of the Provost •>r designated staff
member. :\n advis< .cv committee composed of faculty representing the
various Colleges an .: other agencies providing facult;· support services
should be appointe < ~ to aid the Center in developing programs and services
to meet the needs , f racu 1ty.

3.

A Center for the F.nhancement of Teaching must have adequate fUnding
and be headed by '"' individual who has appropriate experience in faculty
development and whn wlll be able to work with faculty members. The
minimum level of st·,rr recommended for initiation of the Center Is a fulltime director anrl O • '' full-time support position. Appropriate physical
facilities must also t. ~ provided for the Center and its staff. It Is
assumed that exist :" ~ facilities can be utiliz.ed for 1nc rnore space
intensive programs .<llch as workshops and seminars ; to be sponsored by
the Center. The c .. •, ter should not begin its sen•kre< until such funding
and facilities have '• "en ldentlfled and their use gu:~ranteed by University
Administration.

4.

The Center's staff and activities should be reviewed annllally by the
Provost and periodi . nlly by the Provost and a comm i ltee of the Faculty
Senate.

Enhan cemen t of the teaching function has bee n a recurring topic · or discussion
by U:\ 1 faculty and administrators the past several years .
Since 1983, three
University Committees. in cl uding the present one , have considered proposals to
provide more resources for faculty to enhance t heir teaching.
The Select Committee on l: niversity Planning (S CU P), 1983- 1984 . recommended
the provision of resources to help faculty who wished to itnprove their teaching.
This recommendation was strongly endorsed by President Cilrris.
In response to a faculty petition, October 198:!. the University Faculty Senate
appointed a Committee on Instructional and Fa e ulty Resources and Needs. This
Committee. chaired by Aurelia Klink. reported t o the Faculty Senate (1985) the
results of its Instructional Resources Study . The Senate received and discussed
the report . No further action was taken at th:H time .
February 1989, the Faculty Senate received a rt~quest from the Vice President
for Academic Affairs and Provost "to appoint a committee to study the Idea of
establishing a 'Center for the Enhancement of Teaching' and to make
recommendations to the Senate." A Committee was established and has spent
the 1989-1990 academic year studying the issue. We collected Information from
centers at several universities, reexamined the faculty survey conducted by the
previous Senate committee, and surveyed Department Heads. Deans, and
Associate / Assistant Deans who have responslbillty for academic programs.
Following are summaries of each of the areas studied by the Committee.

·~
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A REVIEW OF TEA CHI\G

E:'\ liA~CE.\lE\ T

f' AC ULTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
SURVEYS COND~CTED 198 5 AND 1990

n:\TERS .-\T n ·. dr:Il 1:\JVF:RSITIES

Informat io n compiled by GIP.nn R. Er ic kson . I. nive rsity of Rr ode Isl:<nd. and
distributed hy the Profes S~on 'l l and Orga r.izatiO Jo al f\e\·.:JnpJ··.,n: :\et••o rk in
Higher Education (POD ). :rodio.ates that nurn P.r•J•Js uni\ r·rsic, s ha\·e " \'a riet y a f
programs to help facu lty ntC!mbers im provP th(•ir teach:! .~~Ericks on' s compilation (J'.,.'ihi. l:! uni\·ers:r~--=-- ..:, ..

\rcnrdi:•g to Prof.
::!:.t maj(lr resear•· !'"l
univers iti~ s . an d four litw :- aJ arts colleges h:l\"t· fa cult.:. n-~ Plnprncnt re nters .
Pennsy lv ania, Wisconsin. 'tlld ~(innesota ha\"' r:cntf.! TS tf!:\l '·•'r\'(: the ent ire statP.

system . Su ch centers ar e ca lled teaching c-e nters. centers io r teaching and
learning, or faculty devc J., pment ce nters . As inrlicat.ed b.\' the variety in
naming . the re is variety :n the Functio ns perform ed and scr\'J~es provi ded by
such organizations. Add itio nall~·. some cent••rs have been •.nly recently
established while others have been in exist ence for 15-20 _,· ears .
Regardless of the breadth of service, teaching centers alm ost always focus their
activity directly on teach in g. The most common ser v ice s provid ed are periodic
newsletters describing ser vi ces and activiti es and usuall y providing advice or
informatio n on specific topics related to instruction, e .g., syll abus development ;
assisting faculty in improvi ng instruction ,·i a videotaping cl asses and analyzing
instruction.: providing workshops on specific topics. e .g .. q~P.stioning techniques ;
and providing a repository for teaching-related informatio 11. Some additional
instruction-related functi on s of teaching centers are assis•.!ng curriculum design
and deve lopment; support ing informal sharing and discussi eon sessions related to
teaching ; providing sem ina rs on various top ics. e.g. prepart ~ g instruction for
various learning styles ; assisting in student and peer eval11atio~ of instructinn;
administering small grant s for the improvement of local instruct ion ; developing
teaching handbooks; and ad ministering awards fo r tear.h i n~ ~ xcellence.
Some teaching centers are aligned with media centers . Resul ting activities In
these cases are material production assistance . e .g .. transparencies and slides ;
equipment and material loan; media related consultation for curriculum
development ; anrl Instruct ion in the use or various technologies .
Another aspect or some centers is faculty development. Activities brought about
by this orientation Include new faculty orientation; facult )' mentoring;
facllitatlng support/sharing groups; and assistance in developing skills and
habits leading to enhanced scholarly publication.
A few centers seem to Incorporate other functions into their charters. Some
include learning and thus focus on student-oriented activ iti es such as study
skills classes; reading a nd writing improvement: and peer tutoring . Still other
centers take a much broader approach and conduct and en cou rage general
research into the improve ment or teaching. Finally some tP nters make
recommendations relative to the teaching environment -- facil ities and
equipment.

Faculty Supp or t, 1985 Surve,•:
The committee rev iewed the work of the 1983-85 Faculty SP.nate "Committee on
Instructional Resources ." especially its 1985 survey of the University Faculty
concerning :nstructional and facu lty resource s 1nd needs (,\ppen dix 2) .
Alth ough thA siz ~ of the population is not known. approximately !65 surveys
were returned .
Part ll of the survey ass f! ssed faculty opinion on the importance or potentia l
resources . ..>.. re\'iew and int erpretation of the dat a from this part of the survey
indicates that, at that time. there was considerable fa cu lt~· interest In a variety
or instructi onal and faculty development s ervJc~s not then available at UN!.
Faculty were asked to indicate the importance of spec ifi c instructional and
faculty development serv ices by responding on a scale of 1-6 with 6 being
"very important." Responses were collapserl into two categories : "NOT" (1-3 on
the scale ) and "VERY" (4-6 on the scale) , and the results were reported as
percentages . The following results were reported .
!.

"DESIGN INSTRUMENTS FOR ASSESSI NG" a variety of outcomes. The
results Indicate that faculty judged these sen•i ces to be very
important . Within the category, "V ERY IMPORTANT." response to the
six items ranged from 48 to 71 percent. Mean : 62'!t

2.

"RESOURCES FOR CO:\FERENCES AND CONSULTATION:" Faculty also
rated these services as highly imp ortant . Within the category,
"V ERY IMPORTANT." response to the six items ranged from 41 to 65
percent. Mean: 57~

3.

"RESOURCES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING:" Within the category,
"VERY IMPORTANT." response to the rive items ranged from 25 to 62
percent. Mean : 40~

To summari ze. an average of 40 - 60 percent of the faculty who responded to
the survey found a variety of services to be ve ry important to them. Given the
sample size (N
165), approximately 65-100 faculty could be expected to avail
themselves or such services if they are provid e d at UN!.

=

Administrative Support, 1990 Survey:
Having concluded that the results of the 1985 survey demonstrated considerable
faculty support for the establishment of a center to enhance teaching, the
present ad hoc committee recognized that administrative support is critical for
the success or such an endeavor. Therefore, the committee surveyed
administrators , (department heads. deans, and assistant/associate deans) whose
responsib ilities included supervision of teaching faculty (Appendix 3) . Twenty
two (22) of the 43 surveys sent were returned . Results, in general, supported
the establishment of a center and identified many potentially useful activities.

5

Administrators v; •:re askco . ro re~pnnd to qu~sti ~"·n S rr!gardi :· · ti:e topir.'s that
could be addressP.d by su r a center, the deltVP.ry rnethous that cou ld he
·d pur~ ose of a tea ch ing O·~velo; •'1ent r.enter .
employed . and tt P. scope
Respondents rate•! Items ;, "Very Useful." "C seful." or ·· :-; ot t:sPflll." Respo·nd •,n ts
overwhelmingly fav or t he 'tablish ment. <lf a r; .:n ter at 1::>.1 Th•: r.-su lts are a s
follows .
1.

"To what extr·nt would you consider it. useful fo r the University to
provide an Oj •portunity for your far:ulty to eJtJ:ar.e in activities
relevant to car:h or the following !instru ct i0n.d dev el o pment!
topics?" Ten ,. the twelve items listed were nted by 81., of
administrator · ~s useful or ~Jsefu l.

2.

"To what ext< nt do you find each or the following activities or
means of deli very useful?"
At le,.st 68 .. of ro•sp<Jn•l ents rated all
seven listed :ems as useful or verv usefu l. Fo ur of the items were
rated useful ·r very usefUT'" by at least 86 .. or respondents. In
addition, wri t ·-in suggestions included short. wo rkshops and
conferences .

3.

6

made several public statements urging the establishment of such a center,
including the following In response to the Strategic Planning Report (January 16,
1990)

In one area the University lags. ll'e have not established a
professional development program and resource center to enhance
the instructional function. Data now confirm what we had all
earlier surmised : namely, prospective teachers adop t the observed
teaching methodoloP,tes or their college professors rather than the
methodologies sugg.,sted in methods courses . The conclusion Is
obvious: one or the most significant and effective ways to Improve
the capability of K-12 teachers is to ha ve their university faculty
~em0nstrating instr~Jctional excellence . Such " university-wide,
f'lculty directed res ou rce center commands high priority.
The results of this survey and the faculty interest demonstrated by the 1985
survey warrant recommending that a Center for the Enhancement of Teaching be
established at tiN!.

"Existing cenl l! rS for faculty development differ in scope and
purpose .... whkh of the following would you consider useful?" Only
3 Items were oi sted . The items and the percent of respondents who
rated each as useful or very useful are as follows : "' A center that
would assist •ndivldual faculty members ... " 100'\o; "A center that
would organl z•• activities conducive to learning for both faculty and
students ... " a nd • A center that would make recommendations for
Improvement r,f the general teaching and learning environment .. ,"
both 76" .

The survey also queried r•:spondents regarding administrative structure. One
question regarded staffing and another concerned administrative location.
Respondents favored "a c<,n ter with a full-time director"(68'!1) over "a center
directed by part-time professionals, such as a faculty member with released
tlme"(32"). There was no clear preference regarding the administrative location
of such a center: 55" fa\·.ored a center "administered by the Office of Academic
Affairs, • and 40"6 favored " center "established as an Independent entity
responding more directly tu the faculty in some manner."
The final survey question :<sked, "Do you favor the establishment of a Center
for the Enhancement or Teaching at UN!?"
Respondents overwhelmingly favor
the establishment or a ce "ter (17 Yes, 2 No, 1 Maybe) . Comments offered by
respondents Included: "We 'Ire the 'premier' teaching institution and faculty
development In this way sn ould be expected;" "Because without one, claims to
'quality Instruction' are n •t supported by the level of inst itutional commitment;"
and "I believe It could h£, 1 p both senior and junior faculty members to develop
professionally."
The Committee Is encoura r.P. ~ by the level of support demonstrated by the
administrators who respon-l ~d to the survey. Additional!:.·. the Committee notes
that President Currls has · ·~en a staunch supporter of su ch a Center. He has

.,
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SPECIAL

CONCF.R~iS

REGARDING THE

r~ST·\llLJSHm;:-;T

Of A CENTER

The feasibility of the Center is dependent upon the availability of sufficient
funding and facLities to sup port adequate l~veis of staffir·g and program
development . The minimwn level of staff recon.men~P.rl for I rr. initiation of !he
Center is a full-time Din:cto r and one fuli-tirn •: supp(•rt. pnsiticn
A Center to
encourage faculty develoJ.m~n t at University of :>!orthP.rn '""·a should he head~d
by an individual who has ~xperiP.nce in faculty devP.io!J-ment a11d 11.·ho will ha,·e
the confidence or faculty members. Appropriate physical f:1<:ilities must also be
provided for the Center •nd its staff. It i~ assumed that !!X isting fadlities can
be utilizr.d for some acti\·ities, SIJCh as workshops and seminars. The Center
should not be esr.ablisherl until such funding and facilities have bP.en identifi~>d
and their use guHantP.e~ by University Administration.
The Committee discussed the proliferation of Centers at v;J and the costs of the
new General Edu cation program. In 1989-1990 there were ''bout 24 centers and
institutes operating on campus. Eleven are housed in the GHFA; six in CBA;
three in the COE; two in '>atu ral Science; and t'.lio in CSBS . The budgetary costs
of these centers vary cor .siderably, from $: ,14 7 to S190,61 0. It should be noted
that the budgetary costs of a center may give a misleadinJ•. picture of its
resource co sts . For thes r, reasons some members of the Committee question the
establishment of such a rPnter if it would adversely affr.c• existing viable
programs. The full costs of centers are not included i~ the budget book. Load
reductions are common for faculty who administer centers: this practice means
that courses are not taught. In other words. administrative duties have adverse
effects on this faculty's productivity and research output.
If a Center for the Enha ncement of Teaching is to he instituted. we should be
cognizant or the costs of Cente rs that are not included in thP. budget book.

DISSENTING OPINION
Although in principle I agree with the establishment of a "Center tor the
Enhancement of Teaching", I have serious reservations about Its potential
market, cost, and success . The AD HOC Committee bases Its recommendation on
two surveys or faculty and administrators, respectively taken in 1985 and 1990.
The 1985 survey solicited the opinions of UN! faculty about Instructional
resources and faculty development services . Only 165 faculty (out or a total or
600-700) returned the survey. A weighted mean of favorable responaea was 42
percent. Remembering that only 165 surveys were returned. the results do not
indicate an overwhelming support among UN! faculty . The results or the 1990
survey or U:'<J administrators though relatively much more favorable than the
1985 survey or faculty, still do not reflect the support of the majoritY or
department heads. deans, assistant deans, and associate deans. For the
foregoing reasons, I believe the potential market for a center would be very
limited.
:lly secon d concern has to do ll."ith the prolifera tion of centP.rs at UN!. Before we
embark on d~velopment or new centers we have to inv~stigate the effectiveness
of e...:isting ones. BeforP. we spread our resources too thin!y on establishing new
centers. we have to make sure that the existing ones are paying off.
Additionally, it s?.ems much more prudent to havP. a few centers that excel In
their missions rather than many that cannot achie\'e their objectives. Clearly,
the development of a new center would divP.rt resources away from existing ones
unless additional resources are forthcoming from sources external to UN!. By
resources I do not. necessarily, mean the budget ,.ry costs. My reference Is to
the real economic costs. such as courses which ;rould otherwi se remain untaught
or research output which would not materializP..

:,J. Yousefi
Professor of Economics

(OVER)
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APPENDIX 2
APPE:'>DIX I

University of Northern Iowa

Existing Services at UI'I

COHXITTEE ON

FACULTY RESOURCES AND NEEDS

Instructional Resources

The Committee identified the following offices that currently provide some
services for faculty:

Stud~

Part I: Available Resources. Below is a list of instructional resource
services available on our campus. Please indicate how often you use these
services during a typical semester by circling whether you use them:

Academic Advising (Re ading and Study Strategies }
Center for Academi r: .-\chicvement (Readin1:. Stud):
Writing and Mathematics}

INSTRUCTIO~AL ~\~

S~ills.

Curriculum Lab

(Y}

One or more times a month
One or more times a ;em;ster, but not monthly,
Once a year, or

Ec1ucationai Media "enter

(N)
(I> A)

·If you are not aware of the service, please circle the NA.

Information Systems and romputing Sr,rv!ces

(M}
(S}

~ever.

ACAilE~:IC CO~L'TII'G

SERVICES (Baker Hall)

Library
M

Print Serv ices
Student Support Sen·ices

v

M
M

M

ll'riting Across the ,-urricuiun•

M
M
M
M

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

~;A

"
"

,.•n
..
:;A
:;A
KA
:;A
KA
I' A

K

);

"
l\
!'

""
CURRlCULL'}:

~A

Computer assisted instruction
Computer assisted test gener~tion
Consultation

Data analysis
Instructional ~orkshops & classes
Programming support
Test Scoring and item analysis
Use of hardware

\lord Processing

CE~TER/LABORATORY

I+

N

NA

!9
9
57

72
78

9 •
!3

S£

~ ..=.

48
36
6I
44
59

52

s
s
s

y
y
y

X

I' A

"

);A

~

~A

M
K
M

s
s
s

y
y

N
N

~A

y

~

I' A

EDUCATlO~AL

NA

s
s

N

NA

y

N

NA

s
s
M s
M s

y
y
y
y

N NA
N NA
N NA
N NA

s

y
y
y

N NA
N NA
N NA

M
M

M
M
~

s
s

38

8
I

55
~9

1

I
NA

49

".J7

~3

65

12

27
22

63

l

75

10
13
!3

ZI

68

!I

l+

N

NA

!8

76

6

46

48

6

11

Zl

so

z

43

6!

36

7
3

79
35
I!
49

!9
57
79

•

10

47

4

(Education Center)

Audio-visual materials
Conference assistance
Curriculum packages, guides, and
resource units
lr.structional soft~are

Lesson planning material
Teaching and professional materials
for higher education

z

66

4

MEDIA SERVICES (Commons Center/Education Center)

y

M
M

l

.JI

l+
M
M
M

~2

Audio Listening Center
Audio Production Services (audio
production & duplication
Audio-visual equipment check-out
Consultation
Film/video preview check-out
Graphics and Photographic
(Production) Services
Media Laboratories
Motion Picture Production Services
Television services

2

-1-

.

..
~

LIBRARY
M
X

s
s

y
'i

::A

K

'

......
!\A

s

y

K

M
M
M

s
s
s

y
y
y

N !\A

s
s
s
s
s
M s
M s
M s

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

K
N

Part II:

Co;::?uter

biblio~~aphic

36

t~

NA
RESO::;.c ;:

60

55

22
t2
65

75

use
Interlibrary loan

SA

Journal table of contents sen.·i ce

Listening/viewing of

I' A

materials
Maps and Documents

Jt

30

audio-vis~al

33
~5

62
55
2C

4
J
J

4

J

Microfilm/microfiche
Photoduplication service

79
95
.:J

56

7Z
75
9

25

~; A

Private Stu<!y areas
Reference Service
Reserve caterials
Sample instructional materials

79

J2

I> A

Youth Collect ion

22

77

J

~;A

?0~.

:-;or

;::STr.L"Ci!C::.u PLA.\,':\lt<G

Instructional sessions on library

I' A

:\A
KA
NA
I' A

l'

sen::;:t

(BRS or DlALOG )

M

M
M
M
M
M

Archives and /or Rare books

I+

Potential !<•sources:

3
J

Belo•· is a list of i!'lstructional and faculty

Using a scale of 1 t o 6, vith "6" being very io:>ortz:-;t, please circle how
important these aids a nd services ~ould be to you in teres of your course
preparation and profession development.

Attitudes ...•.................
co ... unication ......•... • ......
Instructional effectiveness .•.
Learning •••...........••...•..
Perfonnance .........•.......••
Student needs and skills ••..••
RESOL~CES

FOR CONFEREKCES AND CONSULTATIO!>:

s:

27
25
37

materials . .•........•. • .•••...•••••••••..

s~

4S

Selecting and using cedia and computer
equipcent ........... . ..•.........••...•...

5~

6!

ORGA.~lZATIO:-;

OF RESOL"RCES

Ah~

SERVICES

important is it that the above listed
resources be administered through a
single of!ice or facility on our ~ampus?

3

4

Ho•• iii.;::·artant is it that these resources
be ad~i ni stered by several existing
university agencies? ..••...••••••••...•.

3

4

7J

69

-2-

Instructor
----Assistant Professor
----Associate Professor
----Professor

Do you have tenure?

Yes

No

64
66

• The ci.tt,,
H'::c·.f c

~ t'''"' tl;e. c-•cig.ina.t Jte.po-"t.t lur.·

1;:~~·;h: ~ .

VERY
4,5,6

37

63

40

60

35

65

50
59

50
47

40

61

5

6

6

Of vhich school/college are
you a member?
Business
----Education
----Humanities and Fine Arts
Social and Behavior
Sciences
!>atural Sciences

4!
56

~9

T;T.'3
University Sponsored Conferences on:
Instruction ..•.•••••••••••••.•••.•••
Research .•...•.•••.•••••••••.•••••••
Professional development ••••••••••••
Arranged consultation with other faculty
•embars such as peer feedback on
teaching, etc •••••••••••••••••••••••
Consultation about stress, burnout, etc.
Se•inara on special topics related to
instruction •••••••••••••••••••••••••

VE&Y
4,5,6

31
36
34

-IMPORTANCENOT

73
75
63

What is your rank?

1:2.3

VERY
4,5,6

Assistance in course planning ....••..•.•..
Assistance in planning individual lessons ..
Designing instructional environments ..••..
Selecting and / or preparing instructional ..

-!~!PORT ANCE-

!>OT

m

Ho~

development services available to faculty at sor.:e c o!l eges and universities.

JDESIGNING INSTRUHLNT S FOR ASSESSING:

-IMPORTANCE-
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TO :

Department Heads and Deans
Uni versity of Northern Iowa

FROK :

Committee to Study Establishinq a Center
for the Enhancement of Teachinq at UNI

DATE :

Karch 5, 1990
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Would you please complete the survey and return it by Karch 15, 1990 to
MARIAN KROGKANN, DEPARTMENT Of POLITICAL SCIENCE, 0404.

I

"'"'

" 0"

"'c:

"'0

"'

>

...."'c:

I

"'
a:

c.

c 0
"'c.·
cr a:

0

A survey of the faculty completed several years aqo indicated that a
substantial number of faculty at UNI would use services that could be
provided by such a Center. However, the Coaaittee believes that such a
Center would be more effective if it had the support of Departaent Beads
and Deans ; therefore , we are askinq you to respond to the follovinq
survey.

0'>

"'u "'u
I..
:::>

Keabers of the Committee have examined materials from centers at other
universities and believe that such a Center will enhance (or strenqthen)
teachinq and learninq at UNI.
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""c "'><
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I
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0

Durinq Karch 1989, the University faculty Senate established a committee, at the request of the Academic Vice-President, to study the
desirability and feasibility of establishinq a Center for the
Enhancement of Teachinq at UNI .
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COMMITTEE KEKBERS
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Philip East - Kath and Computer Science
Diane Greqory - Art
Wayne Kinq- Director, Center for Acadeaic Achieveaent
Marian Kroqmann - Political Science
Patty Larsen - Assistant Director, Access Services, Library
Bruce G. Roqers - Educational Psycholoqy and Foundations
Mahmood Yousefi - Economics
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I.

Centers for the improvement of teac hing provide in fo r:a tion and assistance on a

variety of topics .

To Yhat extent Yould you consider it useful for the University

to provide a n opp ortuni t y for your faculty to engase in activit ies relevant to eac h

of the

follo~ing

top ics?

Verv Useful

;
~ ~

; : ~:

:~· }

i

132}

)If

I~S)

.I 0

1 ~8)

.I

t

~~-

~-

(36 }
(33 }
~s- 1681
8 • (36)
(43}

9
g
:;

(

3

116 ;

_2_ 1 9 )
_9_ (43}
_.1_ (7.1 !

(38}

_!]_(57}

_I_ ( 5 )

; 2i}

_1_Q_ IHl

_ 6 _ 127)

9

I .ill
(50 i

~ ..lcu.i:..t:t_1

encouraging students' critical thinking
icproving st ud ents' vriting
techniques for evaluating students
alternatives to the lecture format,
such as s~all group discussion

( I~!

0
4

I0

(41}
(.16)

.:c 'i.

~cl ! c[a..':.[l'

~~

dc-.·Li :· ·:-··:c;:.t: ::. o;d

4.

_a_

_ 2 _ 1 9}

__.!_:!__ (6 7}

_5_

12~:

(43)

_5_

i 2~ l

13 (59}

7

132}

( 79 }

12 (57}

5

(24}

I 0 (48}

11

( 52 }

0

13 (62}

s

(24}

3

( 1~}

(52}

9

(43}

1

I 5}

5

12~}

6

( 27}

13 (62}
10 (46)

3
6

127}

(14)

9

Do you favor
13

1.

a Center Yith a full-time director (someone with appropriate
experience and educati onal background) OR

c

2.

a Center directed by part-time professionals, such as a faculty
member with released time .

~~~ · :- .u'V-':.t:~:~·< \!::.t.

b.

Should such a Center be
11

neYsletters Yith ideas for improving
specific aspects of teaching and
reference material on teaching
collection and interpretation of
information from research experience
opportunities for faculty members to meet
informally to share their concerns,
etc.
more orientation activities for faculty
who are ne~ to UNI
personal consultation Yith individuals on
their teaching
help in designing curriular materials
providing assistance to PACs and Heads in
the process of evaluating teaching

A center that Yould assist individual
faculty members in improving their
teaching.
A center that Yould organize activities
conducive to learning for both faculty
and students, such as seminars and
ne""sletters.
A center that would make recommendations
for the improvement of the general
teaching and learning environment
(classrooms, media, computers, etc . ).

Existing centers have a variety of administrative structures.

Not Useful

I 9}

II

__5_ (2.1}

a.

~:ays; to TJhat extent do you find each
of the following activities or means of delivery useful?

Useful

Not Useful

__l§_ ( 76 !

( 33}

These topics can be addresst>d in a variet y of

Verv Useful

Useful

improving lectures

professional (content) development
teaching students from diverse cultural
backgrounds
using computers and audio-visual aids in
the classroom
dealing \o."ith 11 burn-out" and faculty stress
designing curricular materials
assistance in self-evaluation of
instruction, (video-taping and
evaluat ion of vi deo-tapes } , etc.

_~_(l Si

_ 1_ 1

Existing centers for faculty develop~ent differ in scope and purpose . If the
Faculty Senate approve d the establishment of a Center for the Enhancement of
Teaching, Yhich of the folloYing Yould you consider useful?
Ve ::1 Usefu l

co ti vating stuCents

-~- (19 }

(38}
(.11}

OTHER TOPICS:
!.:(·. t u ·C'.. t{J!O

2.

(68 }

- ;-

- (79 }
-9- (.II )

- 9-

.

Not Useful

.;

.

I SO )

)If

-

Useful

1.

administered by the Office of Academic Affairs? OR

2.

established as an independent entity responding more directly to
the faculty in some manner?

3.

a.d,,; {_,~ .tc..:-.. c.d

b!J Cctlc9c c~ EdttCl"'-t..u.:': ,utd 1-...t.nc.c .lnctudc_j J 6 2

abc,· c..
5.

DO YOU FAVOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CENTER FOR THE ENHANCEMENT OF TEACHING AT UN!?
11

yes

ma!fbe

no
WHY OR WHY NOT?

Sec. r...t.tachc.d

~IJCU.

OTHER MEANS OF DELIVERY

Slto.U

woitk~hopll,

2-4 houJL

~em.<:naM

wowhop~.

8 houJr.

(on Jr.egu.laJl ba.o.U., e.g. mon..tlt.C.y}
woJr.k~ltop~.

one OJr. .tn'O

Th..U. .i..4 ~illy! Of:A!.iotUliJ, ali o6 thue .iteJM Me du.Vt.c.ablc..
one. o6 oppolt.twt.dy co~.U.. Vo you need a cen.tM .to dr .t/U-1.?

• Pe.Jtceu..t

-2-

PLEASE RETURN TO Marian Xrogmann, Department of Political Science, 0404 by Karch 15th.

con~Cilencu.

..
\

3.

The quUUOit .i.4

-3-

~ritten

Responses to Question 5

\.'hy or Why l\ot?

Yes
It needs to be a

lo~-key,

high quality, minimal adcinistrative involvement

center. Recognized teachers working one-on-one with those in selfimprovement. Cannot be mandated.
Because vithout one, claims to "qu.1lity instruction" arc not supported by the

level or institutional commitment.

I believe it could help both senior and junior faculty members to develop
professionally.
~e

are the ''pre=ier'' teaching institution and faculty development in this way

should be

expec~ed.

A university

kn o~

nationally for its quality

colle~e

of education should make

11

this natural resource" available on an organizEd basis to all faculty members
regardless of discipline.
I would need to see a more specific proposal-beyond the list of questions.
Further, I would need to know the level of fundinb anticipated and the source

of such funding.
Uncertain-! believe that we neeC to provide a
enhancement-not certain a

11

~cchanis~

for teaching

center" is the -·ay to go.

Probably would :w t do any harm and ,-.ight even

~o

so;;,e good (mild support).

l\0
We don't need another center.
items above.
Be creative!!

ts~

tl1e stt·ucture

~e

have to accomplish the

Most of the functions can be acco~plisheo at t"e departmental or college level
with support from Academic Affairs. ;.'hy croate another administrative unit
that could

beco~e

an additional draln on state resources?

MAYBE
Source of funding?

-4-
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1m1 University of Northern Iowa
I!!!J

Department of Philosophy and Religion

CcdiU" Fo il• . Iowa 50614·050 :
Telephone (319) 273·6221

October 3, 1990
Professor John C. Longnecker, Chair
University Faculty Senate
Dear John,
I am submitting the enclosed report on behalf of t he ~ Commit tee on
Curricular Decision and Review appointed by you on ~ay 7, 1990, and its
consultants, all or whom are listed belo\J.
The committee's response to Professor Crown!ield's february 16, 1990,
docucent "Curricular Decision and RevieiJ" is to propose c:odifications that
streamline procedures as presently given in University and College
Curricular Policies, pages ~-1 to ~-6.
lie are providing you with t~Jo versions of these pro;>osed c:odifications that
are identified as ~3-A-1 Revision to ~3-A-6 Revision. The first shows what
changes we are proposing: deletions are shaded; additions are doubleunderlined; and transposed items are in italics. At the end we have
overlaid the former floiJ chart of ~-6 upon the ne;;ly proposed one.
The second version is identical to the first, but nthout the typographic
indications of proposed changes. It also include:: the new flow chart of
decision-making that is illustrative, but not exhaustive, of the
relationships a1110ng the institutional units invol vcd.
The !JL.l!Q£. Committee on Curricular Decision ar.c Rev:ew unanioously
recomoends to the University Faculty Senate that Un.:.versity and College
Curricular Policies ~3-A-1 Revision to ~3-A-6 Revis.:.on be substituted for
~-1 to ~-6.
Sincer:ely /'Ours,

.<

-J .

Ed~-ilrd II. At:end (CHFA), Chair
Coi111Dittee Hember:~:
Diane L. Baum, Mathematics and Computer Science (C!IS)
Steven B. Corbin, Marketing (CBA)
James L. Kelly, Student Field Experience (COE)
ltlrilyn Story, Home Economics (CSBS)

Consultants:
Joan E. Duea, Curriculum and Instruction, Council on Teacher Education
Lynda L. Goulet, Management, University Curriculum Cccmittee
Ira H. Simet, Chemistry, Graduate Council
Marlene I. Strathe, Academic Affairs, General f.Gucat:cn Cmmittee

UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE CURRICULAR POLICIES
Curricular Change. Policies and Procedures for Effecting
"The Curriculum of the University of Northern Iowa is a proper concern of the
faculty, the administration, and the students. Although the faculty has primary
responsibility for the curriculum, the responsibility is share.d by the academic
administrators who must implement the curriculum, and by the students for whom it
is designed. Some curricular programs involve the individual instructional
departments for the most part; others involve the departments and the colleges
jointly; and still others involve the university as a whole. To deal
appropriately with curricular matters, departmental, college, and university
committees have been created. Each committee has specific responsibilities, but
no committee functions autonomously.
Because of the interdependence of parts of the curriculum, it is necessary that
there be review and coordination at various levels. An effective curriculum,
moreover, must have an internal consistency over a period of time; yet it must
simultaneously be responsive to change. It is necessary, therefore, that there be
both continuity and flexibility of curricular programs. To these ends, certain
procedures have been established for effecting changes in the curriculum.
The Line of Responsibility
The decision-making power resides at various levels in those bodies responsible
for the determination of policy and the allocation of resources. Usually,
proposed curricular changes are initiated by the department.~a I facu I tie~, but they
may at times be initiated by the cplleges collegiate facultiRs. un1verptr
councils/committees. or by the general faculty. Normally, t e process of
effect1ng curricular change moves from the level of the department to the college,
to the university as a w.h..Qle, and finally to the Iowa Board of Regents. New
programs degrees. and ne~ courses must have the approval of the appropriate
bodies ot both the university and the Board of Regents. Other curricular changes,
including modification of established programs and new courses designed for
established programs, must have the approval of the appropriate bodies within the
university.
Committees and Responsibilities
The process for recommending curricular changes follows:
Department
The Department shall originate all curricular proposals within the appropriate
jurisdiction of the department. Interdisciplinary programs and programs of broad
scope may originate with other organs of the faculty with departmental
consultation and ;concurre~~~ as appropriate. The Department shall be responsible
for course and.progran1 description and justification; course integrity;
explanation of any duplication; impact statement, short- and long-term staff and
financial implications; short- and long-term interdepartmental implications.

43-A-1 Revision
)>

-u
-u
rr1

:z
0

.......
><
(")

~

University Faculty Senate

The college

The University Faculty Senate shall delegate to the UCC and the Graduate Council
responsibility for final faculty approval of all curricular. proposals except: a)
departmental or college appeals subsequent to appeals at all appropriate .
subordinate levels; b) UCC or Graduate Council appeals; c) new degrees or programs
which differ from existing degrees or programs to the extent that the University
faculty should be consulted. The University Faculty Senate shall recommend all
approved curricular proposals for transmittal to the Board of Regents.
Curricular Changes

University Curriculum Committee

~-LaJJ..I~,Y,tew
~.9!lGPT:fJ.r:\t;,!l

levels, ch~nge~ in ~urricular_p~oposals can b~ made only \il~]
after communJcatJon w1th the ong1nal recommend1ng body.

Experimental/Temoorary Courses
/icy or have unresolveitoll!ectTOns-:-The-OCC sliall-considerOiil
nary c1rcumstances proposals which have not been processed through
department and college curricular bodies. The UCC shall distribute Minutes. of its
proceedings to the Graduate Council, advise the Graduate Council of '£9~:f~:~,n~:g
program decisions which impact upon graduate courses and programs to a degree
which is significantly different from past operations; seek to reconcile with the
Graduate Council, through whole bodies or designated representatives, those
differences pertaining to impact concerns; and notify the University Faculty
Senate when the UCC is unable to resolve impact concerns with the Graduate
Council. The UCC will hear appeals from decisions made by colleges. The UCC
shall forward to the Senate for transmittal to the Board of Regents all approved
degrees. courses. and programs.
Graduate Council

Experimental/temporary courses can be offered under the x59 designation up to
three times, after which the course must either be dropped or, to be offered
again, must be approved as a new course. Since x59 courses are not a part of the
established university curriculum and are not listed in the catalog, the decision
to offer them, after approval by the department, is an administrative one between
the appropriate department head(s) and college dean(s). Approval and scheduling
of x59 courses should be reported in duplicate on Form 59 to the Chairman of the
. University Curriculum Committee and to the Registrar.
. Effective Date
Curricular changes become effective at the beginning of the term following
publication in the university catalog or its supplement.
(Policies and Procedures Handbook, pp. 43-A-1 to 43-A-3)

The Graduate Council shall receive copies of all graduate curricular ]roposals.
The Council shall study and approve or disapprove al 1 graduaf~t cQ1J'if:$]:s new
graduate degrees . . !~d p_r.Q9T~rn-~ -'• ~n{L'aCt on Jog l_evel an(jiOog)fJ~Yltrs:@m!\~~t~
!JCCifQric.ur;~ywJ.tHtsiich additiqht In addition. the Council shall rev1ew and act
iiTI ' Heiiis··o;·af'have" unreso7ved ob ·ections or ro osals that violate
curricu ar stru ture o ic or · ave unreso ved ob ·e tions.
e ounci shall
cons1 er on y 1n extraor 1nary Circumstances proposa s w ich have not been
processed through department and college curricular bodies. The Council is
responsible for evaluating University impact and duplication. The Council shall
distribute Minutes of its proceedings to the UCC; advise the UCC of slflif,!g degree
and program decisions which impact upon undergraduate courses and programs to a
degree which is significantly different from past operations; seek to reconcile
with UCC, through whole bodies or designated representatives, those differences
pertaining to impact concerns; and notify the University Faculty Senate when the
Graduate Council is unable to resolve impact concerns with the UCC. The Council
shall hear appeals from decisions made by colleges. The Graduate Council shall
forward to the University Faculty Senate for transmittal to the Board of Regents
all approved degrees. courses. and programs.
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University Faculty Senate Policy and Procedures
Department sha 11
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"1.

8.
9.

2.

10.

c.
d.

Graduate Council shall
1.

t.:.

2.
3.

L

4.

.L.

Be
a.
b.
c.
d.

and justification

a.

7.

c.

8.

b.

l:

9.

4.

5.

£:
University Curriculum Committee (UCC) shall
1.

2.
3.

5.

~out,se ~ and program decisions
which impact upon undergraduate courses and programs to a degree which is
significantly* different from past operations. *Significantly, is construed
to mean any instance in which bonafide claim can be made that the essential
character of existing offerings will be materially affected by what is
proposed such that it is changed or impaired in such a way as to no longer
represent what was intended. Here dissatisfaction caused by the necessity
of making minor adjustments is not to be considered a bonafide claim •
Seek to reconcile with UCC, through whole bodies or designated
·
representatives, those differences pertaining to impact concerns.
Notify the University Senate when the Graduate Council is unable to resolve
impact concerns with the UCC.
Forward to the University Senate for transmittal to the Board of Regents all
approved degrees. courses. and programs.

University Faculty Senate shall
I.

4.

Receive copies of all curricular proposals.
Study and approve or disapprove a11 graduate ~o\ir~t ~ and programs.
Consider only in extraordinary circumstances proposaTS'WiiTCh have not been
processed through department and college curricular bodies.
Be responsible for evaluating:
a.
University impact

~:6.~111'12!~~fi~~~~~~*iiRfTtr~*fr~~~~~
~~ 9 ~~ifJ~~}': o.~c.;
Distribute minutes and advise the UCC of

Co 11 ege sha 11
1.
2.

Distribute minutes and advise the Graduate Council of ~~a]a program
decisions which 1mpact upon graduate courses and p~ograms to a degree which (
is significantly different from past operations.
Seek to reconcile with the Graduate Council, through whole bodies or
designated representatives, those differences pertaining to impact concerns.
Notify the University Senate when the UCC is unable to resolve impact
concerns with the Graduate Council.
Forward to the Senate for transmittal to the Board of Regents all approved
courses and programs.

consider only 1n extraordinary c
processed through department and college
Be responsible for evaluating:
a.
University impact
b.
duplication
43-A-4

Delegate to the University Curriculum Committee and the Graduate Council
responsibility for final faculty approval of all curricula proposals except:
a.
departmental or college appeals subsequent to appeals at all
appropriate subordinate levels.** **Appeals to the University Faculty
Senate shall center upon such issues as having to do with impact
disputes. In the event the college or department appealing is found
to have a bonafide claim, the University Faculty Senate shall
recommend that the appropriate curricular body reconsider its decision
in the matter.
b.
University Committee on Curricula or Graduate Council appeals/
reconsiderations.*** **** ***Appeals originating with the UCC or the
Graduate Council shall center upon such issues as having to do with
impact disputes. In the event the University Faculty Senate finds the
claims of the appealing party to be bonafide, the Senate will make a
judgment between the two existing proposals which are in conflict.
43-A-5
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-

c.
2.

••••Any action by the University Faculty Senate which will recommend
reconsideration of a proposal before it by either the UCC or the
Graduate Council will not be taken until the meeting following the
deliberation in which such a decision was made. Notification of such
iapendfng action should be transmitted to the parties concerned by the
chairperson of the University Faculty Senate and a full hearing should
be arranged .
new degrees or programs which differ from existing degrees or programs
to the extent that the university faculty should be consulted.
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Recommend all approved curricular proposals for transmittal to the Board of
Regents.

I
Senate

[ Board of
Regents

act upon any curricular matters referred by the Faculty Senate or introduced
by petition.
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University Faculty shall
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Changes in Curricular Proposals
Atall review levels, changes in curricular proposals can be made only with ,the
c§~§~n~en_ce o·f after communication with the original recc:rmending body.
"

•Significantly, is construed to mean any instance in which bonafide claim can be
made that the essential character of existing offerings will be materially
affected by what is proposed such that it is changed or impaired in such a way as
to no longer represent what was intended. Here dissatisfaction caused by the
necessity of making minor adjustments is not to be considered a bonafide claim.
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••Appeals to the University Faculty Senate shall center upon such issues as having
to do with impact disputes. In the event the college or department appealing is
found to have a bonafide claim, the University Faculty Senate shall reco~end that
the appropriate curricular body reconsider its decision in the matter.
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•••Appeals originating with the UCC or the Graduate Council shall center upon such
issues as having to do with impact disputes. In the event the University Faculty
Senate finds the claims of the appealing party to be bonafide, the Senate will
make a judgment between the two existing proposals which are in conflict.
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••••Any action by the University Faculty Senate which will recommend
reconsideration of a proposal before it by either the UCC or the Graduate Council
will not be taken until the meeting following the deliberation in which such a
decision was made. Notification of such impending action should be transmitted to
the parties concerned by the chairperson of the University Faculty Senate and a
full hearing should be arranged.
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UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE CURRICULAR POLICIES
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Curricular Change. Policies and Procedures for Effecting

The college receives and examines all proposals. The College shall be responsible t
for evaluating; a) course and program description and justification; b) course
integrity; c) duplication; d) impact statement, short- and long-term related to
staff and financial implications, and inter-departmental implication. The College
shall hear appeals from faculty members and departments. The Collegiate level
shall have final responsibility for modifications of degrees, majors, or minors,
new courses/revisions of courses, dropped degrees, majors, minors and
admissions/exit requirements unless unresolved objections exist or proposals
violate curricular structure/policy.

The Curriculum of the University of Northern Iowa is a proper concern of the
faculty, the administration, and the students. Although the faculty has primary
responsibility for the curriculum, the responsibility is shared by the academic
administrators who must implement the curriculum, and by the students for whom it
is designed. Some curricular programs involve the individual instructional
departments for the most part; others involve the departments and the colleges
jointly; and still others involve the university as a whole. To deal
appropriately with curricular matters, departmental, college, and university
committees have been created. Each committee has specific responsibilities, but
no committee functions autonomously.

University Curriculum Committee
The University Curriculum Committee shall receive copies of all undergraduate
curricular proposals. The UCC shall study and approve or disapprove all new
undergraduate degrees, majors and minors. In addition the Committee shall review
and act upon all items that violate curricular structure/policy or have unresolved
objections. The UCC shall consider only in extraordinary circumstances proposals
which have not been processed through department and college curricular bodies.
The UCC shall distribute Minutes of its proceedings to the Graduate Council,
advise the Graduate Council of program decisions which impact upon graduate
courses and programs to a degree which is significantly different from past
operations; seek to reconcile with the Graduate Council, through whole bodies or
designated representatives, those differences pertaining to impact concerns; and
notify the University Faculty Senate when the UCC is unable to resolve impact
concerns with the Graduate Council. The UCC will hear appeals from decisions made
by colleges. The UCC shall forward to the Senate for transmittal to the Board of
Regents all approved degrees, courses, and programs.

Because of the interdependence of parts of the curriculum, it is necessary that
there be review and coordination at various levels. An effective curriculum,
moreover, must have an internal consistency over a period of time; yet it must
simultaneously be responsive to change. It is necessary, therefore, that there be
both continuity and flexibility of curricular programs. To these ends, certain
procedures have been established for effecting changes in the curriculum.
The Line of Responsibility
The decision-making power resides at various levels in those bodies responsible
for the determination of policy and the allocation of resources. Usually,
proposed curricular changes arc initiated by the departmental faculties, but they
may at times be initiated by the collegiate faculties, university councils/
committees, or by the general faculty. Normally, the process of effecting
curricular change moves from the level of the department to the college, to the
university as a whole, and finally to the Iowa Board of Regents. Ne~ programs,
degrees, and courses must have the approval of the appropriate bodies of both the
university and the Board of Regents. Other curricular changes, including
modification of established programs and new courses designed for established
programs, must have the approval of the appropriate bodies within the university.

Graduate Council
The Graduate Council shall receive copies of all graduate curricular proposals.
The Council shall study and approve or disapprove all new graduate degrees, and
programs. In addition, the Council shall review and act upon all items that have
unresolved objections or proposals that violate curricular structure/policy. The
Council shall consider only in extraordinary circumstances proposals which have
not been processed through department and college curricular bodies. The Council
is responsible for evaluating University impact and duplication. The Council
shall distribute Minutes of its proceedings to the UCC; advise the UCC of degree
and program decisions which impact upon undergraduate courses and programs to a
degree which is significantly different from past operations; seek to reconcile
with UCC, through whole bodies or designated representatives, those differences
pertaining to impact concerns; and notify the University Faculty Senate when the
Graduate Council is unable to resolve impact concerns with the UCC. The Council
shall hear appeals from decisions made by colleges. The Graduate Council shall
forward to the University Faculty Senate for transmittal to the Board of Regents
all approved degrees, courses, and programs.

Committees and Responsibilities
The process for recommending curricular changes fellows:
Department
The Department shall originate all curricular proposals within the appropriate
jurisdiction of the department. Interdisciplinary programs and programs of broad
scope may originate with other organs of the faculty with departmental
consultation as appropriate. The Department shall be responsible for course and
program description and justification; course integrity; explanation of any
duplication; impact statement, short- and long-term staff and financial
implications; short- and long-term interdepartmental implications.

43-A-2 Revision
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University Faculty Senate Policy and Procedures

University Faculty Senate
The ·university Faculty Senate shall delegate to the UCC and the Graduate Council
·responsibility for final faculty approval of all curricular proposals except: a)
departmental or college appeals subsequent to appeals at all appropriate
subordinate levels; b) UCC or Graduate Council appeals; c) new degrees or programs
which differ from existing degrees or programs to the extent that the University
faculty should be consulted. The University Faculty Senate shall recommend all
approved curricular proposals for transmittal to the Board of Regents.

Department shall
Originate all curricular proposals within the appropriate jurisdiction of
the department. Interdisciplinary programs and programs of broad scope may
originate with other organs of the faculty with departmental consultation as
appropriate.
Be responsible for:
a.
course and program description and justification
b.
course integrity
c.
explanation of any duplication
d.
impact statement, short- and long-term
staff and financial implications
I)
2)
inter-departmental implications
e.
informing other department curriculum chairs and, when necessary,
appropriate university councils/committees, program directors and
administrators.
f.
forwarding curricular proposals to the University Curriculum Editor
for initial review.

I.

2.

Curricular Changes
At all review levels, changes in curricular proposals can be made only after
communication with the original recommending body.
Experimental/Temoorary Courses
Experimental/temporary courses can be offered under the x59 designation up to
three times, after which the course must either be dropped or, to be offered
again, must be approved as a new course. Since x59 courses are not a part of the
established university curriculum and are not listed in the catalog, the decision
to offer them, after approval by the department, is an administrative one between
the appropriate department head(s) and college dean(s). Approval and scheduling
of x59 courses should be reported in duplicate on Form 59 to the Chairman of the
University Curriculum Committee and to the Registrar.

Co 11 ege sha 11
I.
2.

Effective Date
Curricular changes become effective at the beginning of the term following
publication in the university catalog or its supplement.
(Policies and Procedures Handbook, pp. 43-A-1 to 43-A-3)

3.

4.

5.
6.

Examine all proposals.
Be responsible for evaluating:
a.
course and program description and justification
b.
course integrity
c.
duplication
d.
impact statement, short- and long-term
staff and financial implications
I)
2)
inter-departmental implications
Review and act upon all proposals for
a.
new degrees/majors/minors
b.
modification of degrees/majors/minors
c.
new courses/revised courses
d.
dropped degreesfmajors/minorstcourses
e.
admission/exit requirements
Hear appeals from faculty members and departments.
Forward to the University Curriculum Editor all approved curricular matters.
Forward to the UCC and Graduate Council all new degrees/majors/minors,
unresolved objections, and items which violate curricular structures/
policies.

University Curriculum Committee (UCC) shall
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
43-A-3 Revision

Receive copies of all curricular proposals.
Study and approve or disapprove all new undergraduate degrees, majors, and
minors.
Review and act upon all unresolved objections and items that violate
university curriculum structure/policy.
Consider only in extraordinary circumstances proposals which have not been
processed through department and college curricular bodies.
Be responsible for evaluating:
a.
University impact
b.
duplication
43-A-4
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Hear appeals from decisions made by colleges.
Distribute minutes and advise the Graduate Council of program decisions
which impact upon graduate courses and progra~s to a degree which is
significantly different from past operations.
Seek to reconcile with the Graduate CouncilJthrough whole bodies or
designated representatives, those differences pertaining to impact concerns.
Notify the University Senate when the UCC is unable to resolve impact
concerns with the Graduate Council.
Forward to the Senate for transmittal to the Board of Regents all approved
courses and programs.
2.

Graduate Council shall
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

c.

Receive copies of all curricular proposals.
Study and approve or disapprove all graduate degrees and programs.
Consider only in extraordinary circumstances proposals which have not been
processed through department and college curricular bodies.
Be responsible for evaluating:
a.
University impact
b.
duplication
Hear appeals from decisions made by colleges.
Distribute minutes and advise the UCC of degree and program decisions which
impact upon undergraduate courses and programs to a degree which is
significantly different from past operations. Significantly, is construed
to mean any instance in which bonafide claim can be made that the essential
character of existing offerings will be materially affected by what is
proposed such that it is changed or impaired in such a way as to no longer
represent what was intended. Mere dissatisfaction caused by the necessity
of making minor adjustments is not to be considered a bonafide claim.
Seek to reconcile with UCC, through whole bodies or designated
representatives, those differences pertaining to impact concerns.
Notify the University Senate when the Graduate Council is unable to resolve
impact concerns with the UCC.
Forward to the University Senate for transmittal to the Board of Regents all
approved degrees, courses, and programs.

Any action by the University Faculty Senate which will recommend
reconsideration of a proposal before it by either the UCC or the
Graduate Council will not be taken until the ~eeting following the
deliberation in which such a decision was made. Notification of such
impending action should be transmitted to the parties concerned by the
chairperson of the University Faculty Senate and a full hearing should
be arranged.
new degrees or programs which differ from existing degrees or programs
to the extent that the university faculty should be consulted.

Recommend all approved curricular proposals for transmittal to the Board of
Regents.

University Faculty shall
act upon any curricular matters referred by the Faculty Senate or introduced
by petition.
Changes in Curricular Proposals
At all review levels, changes in curricular proposals can be made only after
communication with the original recommending body.
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University Faculty Senate shall
Delegate to the University Curriculum Committee and the Graduate Council
responsibility for final faculty approval of all curricula proposals except:
a.
departmental or college appeals subsequent to appeals at all
appropriate subordinate levels. Appeals to the University Faculty
Senate shall center upon such issues as having to do with impact
disputes. In the event the college or department appealing is found
to have a bonafide claim, the University Faculty Senate shall
recommend that the appropriate curricular body reconsider its decision
in the matter.
b.
University Committee on Curricula or Graduate Council appeals/
reconsiderations. Appeals originating with the UCC or the Graduate
Council shall center upon such issues as having to do with impact
disputes. In the event the University Faculty Senate finds the claims
of the appealing party to be bonafide, the Senate will make a judgment
between the two existing proposals which are in conflict.
43-A-5
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AGENDA
UNI FACULTY SENATE MEETING

Board Room, Gilchrist Hall, 3:30 p.m. Monday, october 22, 1990

1.

Call to Order

2.

Announcements
2.1
2.2

Cali for Press Identification
Comments from Administrative Officials

3.

Calendar

4.

NewjOld Business

5.

Docket
5.1

501

436 Recommendations from the Ad Hoc Committee to
Study a "Center for the Enhancement of Teaching"

5.2

502

437 Report and Recommendations from the Ad Hoc
Committee on Curricular Decision . and Review

